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BASIC CALCULATIONS

A. Find a Percentage of a Quantity
Give students an explanation of, followed by a discussion about  ‘Percentages’.
Part 1 - Show how to express a percentage as a decimal.

   Example 1. 32%  =  32/100   =  0·32         Example 2.   Find 12·5%  =  12·5/100  = 0·125

State that special percentage cases should be expressed as vulgar fractions and learned:
e.g. 331/3%  =  1/3  and  662/3%  =  2/3

Exercise 1   Q1 and Q2 may now be attempted.

Part 2 - Show how to find a percentage of a quantity.

   Example 1. Find 30% of £82  Example 2.    Find 2·5% of £20

Ans: 30% of £82 Ans:  2·5% of £20
= 30/100 × £82  (30 ÷ 100 × £82)  = 2·5/100 × £20 (2·5 ÷ 100 × £20)
=  £24·60   (by calculator)  = £0·50    (by calculator)

   Example 3. Find 17·5% of £40

Ans: 17·5% of £40
=    17·5/100 ×  £40   (17·5 ÷ 100 × £40)
=    £7   (by calculator)

   Example 4.  8% of a first year class of 25 are girls.
How many are:  (a)  girls (b)  boys?

Ans: (a)  Girls  8% of 25
 =  8/100 × 25   (8 ÷ 100 × 25)
 =  2    (by calculator) (b) Boys 25 – 2 = 23

Note: students could be shown how to use the ‘%’ button on a calculator, if preferred.

Complete Exercise 1 by attempting Q3 - Q12.
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The following terms should be explained:
Interest Rates, Per Annum.

Example 1. Calculate the interest on £120 for 1 year at 3% per annum and say how
much is now in the account.

Ans: Interest  =  3% of £120
    =   3/100 × £120  (3 ÷ 100 × £120)
    =   £3·60   (by calculator)

Now in account = £120 + £3·60
          = £123·60

Example 2. Calculate the interest for 3 months on £200 at 5% per annum.

Ans: Interest for 1 year   =  5% of £200
  =  5/100 × £200  (5 ÷ 100 × £200)
  =   £10   (by calculator)

Interest for 3 months   =  1/4  of £10  (3 months = 1/4 of a year)
       =  £2·50

Exercise 2 may now be attempted.

The following terms should be explained:
Percentage Decrease and Percentage Increase, Sale, Discount, VAT.

Example 1. A suit is normally priced at £180, but in a sale, a 12% discount is being
offered.

(a)  How much money should I expect to get off the suit?
(b)  Find the sale price of the suit.

Ans: (a) Discount   =  12% of £180
        =   12/100 × £180  (12 ÷ 100 × £180)
        =   £21·60   (by calculator)

(b) Sale Price  =   £180 – £21·60
        =   £158·40

Example 2. A delivery company put up all prices by 31/2%.
What is the new cost of a job which originally cost £80?

Ans: Increase    =   31/2% of £80
        =   3·5/100 × £80  (3·5 ÷ 100 × £80)
        =   £2·80   (by calculator)

New Cost  =   £80 + £2·80
                  =   £82·80

Exercise 3 may now be attempted.
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B. Express one Quantity as a Percentage of Another
The students should be shown how to express a vulgar fraction as a percentage and how to
express one quantity as a percentage of another.

e.g. 1/2  expressed as a percentage is  50% since   1/2 × 100  =  50 (%)

Example 1. Express  1/8  as a percentage.

Ans: 1/8  ×  100  =   (1 ÷ 8 × 100) =  12·5% (by calculator)

Example 2. Express £8 as a percentage of £32

Ans: £8 out of a total of £32 is written  8/32     (without the £ sign)
as a %  =  8/32 ×  100   (8 ÷ 32 × 100)

   =   25%

Example 3. Of the 1250 pupils in a school, 425 are girls.

What percentage of the school population are:  (a)  girls     (b)  boys?

Ans: (a)  % Girls =  425/1250 × 100  (425 ÷ 1250 × 100)
 =  34%

(b)  % Boys =  100%  –  34%     =  66%

Exercise 4 may now be attempted.

C. Rounding
The following should be demonstrated on the board.

Rounding to the nearest whole:

Examples 3·2 metres 5·7 seconds 7·5 ml
between 3 m and 4 m between 5 s and 6 s between 7 ml and 8 ml

nearer 3 m nearer 6 s half way.....round up to 8 ml

Rounding to the nearest ten:

Examples 43 metres 429 seconds 255 ml
between 40 m and 50 m between 420 s and 430 s between 250 ml and 260 ml

nearer 40 m nearer 430 s half way.....round up to 260 ml

Rounding to the nearest hundred:

Examples 431 metres 579 seconds 4550 ml
between 400 m and 500 m between 500 s and 600 s between 4500 ml and 4600 ml

nearer 400 m nearer 600 s half way.....round up to 4600 ml
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Rounding to the nearest thousand:

Examples 7312 metres 6781 seconds 8500 ml
between 7000 m and 8000 m between 6000 s and 7000 sbetween 8000 ml and 9000 ml

nearer 7000 m nearer 7000 s half way.....round up to 9000 ml

Exercise 5 may now be attempted.

Rounding to a number of decimal places – the following should be demonstrated on the
board.

Rounding to one dec. pl.:

Examples 3·24 5·18 7·55
between 3·2 and 3·3 between 5·1 and 5·2 between 7·5 and 7·6

nearer 3·2 nearer 5·2 half way.....round up to 7·6

Rounding to two dec. pl.:

Examples 6·241 5·117 3·515
between 6·24 and 6·25  between 5·11 and 5·12 between 3·51 and 3·52

nearer 6·24 nearer 5·12 half way.....round up to 3·52

Rounding to three dec. pl.:

Examples 3·2714 5·1299 7·3505
between 3·271 and 3·272 between 5·129 and 5·130 between 7·350 and 7·351

nearer 3·271 nearer 5·130 EXPLAIN 0 half way.....round up to 7·351

Exercise 6 may now be attempted

D. Direct Proportion
Explain Direct Proportion using the following examples:
‘The more you buy, the more it costs’     ‘The less fat you eat, the less weight you put on’
Ask students for more instances. Indicate also what would not be direct proportion.

Example 1.
The cost of one apple is 7p. What do eight cost?
(This is a simple example where the cost of 1 given and the student need only multiply)

Ans:  APPLES COST  (unknown quantity on R.H.S.)
        1    7p
        8    7p  ×  8 =  56p
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Example 2.
I hire a chain saw for 4 days. It costs me £9.
What will it cost my next door neighbour to hire it for 7 days?
(This is a harder example where the cost of 1 not given. The student has to find cost of
1, then multiply.)

Ans: DAYS COST (unknown quantity on R.H.S.)
4 £9
1 £9  ÷  4 =   £2·25
7 £2·25  ×  7 =   £15·75     (or × by 7/4 instead)

Example 3.
A building 20 feet high casts an 8 foot shadow.
What length of shadow would be cast at the same time by a 6 foot tree?
(This is again a harder example since the length of 1 not given. The student has to find
the length of 1, then multiply)

Ans: LENGTH SHADOW LENGTH (unknown quantity on R.H.S.)
20 ft 8 ft.
1 ft 8  ÷  20 =  0·4 (by calculator)
6 ft 0·4  ×  6 =  2·4 ft or × by 6/20 in the first instance)

Exercise 7 may now be attempted Then Checkup for Basic Calculations


